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HP DHE 8001U Wired headphones (black)

HP DHE 8001U wired headphones (black)
Immerse yourself in gameplay with the HP DHE 8001U. The headphones provide stereo sound for greater immersion and are extremely
comfortable. What's more, they are equipped with an adjustable microphone and blue backlighting. You will successfully connect them to
devices with a USB port, such as a computer or laptop.
 
Omni-directional microphone
Plan your next strategy with other players. The HP DHE 8001U wired headphones feature an omni-directional microphone that accurately
captures your voice from all directions. As a result, you'll be sure that your interlocutor will hear every word you say. What's more, you
can adjust its position for added convenience.
 
Stereo sound
Feel  like  the  hero  of  your  favorite  title.  The  headphones  use  50mm  drivers  and  deliver  stereo  sound  full  of  detail.  So  you  can  hear
approaching vehicles or the footsteps of an incoming enemy and quickly fend off attacks. In addition, the headphone's built-in dial allows
you to quickly and conveniently adjust the volume level.
 
Long-lasting comfort
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Play  for  long  hours  without  feeling  tired  or  uncomfortable.  The  HP  DHE  8001U  wired  headphones  offer  large,  soft  ear  cups  made  of
skin-friendly material. They conform to the shape of your head and, like the headband, do not cause uncomfortable pressure. In addition,
the blue backlight can be turned off at any time if you don't need it.
 
 
ManufacturerHPModelDHE  8001UColorblackImpedance20ΩSensitivity110dB  ±  5dBMax.  input  power50  mVFrequency  response20HZ  -
20kHzTransducer diameter50 mmMicrophoneYesVolume controlTakCable length2 mConnector typeUSB+3.5 mm

Preço:

€ 14.50
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